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Abstract

Ž . Ž . Ž .Solid state secondary cells were constructed with Prussian blue PB , i.e. iron III hexacyanoferrate II as the active material for
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .cathodes and zinc II hexacyanoferrate III Znhcf and copper II hexacyanoferrate III Cuhcf as the active materials for anodes.

The metal hexacyanoferrates were mixed with graphite powder, potassium chloride and dilute hydrochloric acid to form a thick paste. A
Nafion membrane was used as separator transporting protons only. Charge–discharge studies were carried out using galvanostatic method
and double step chronopotentiometric method. The cell voltage at half-discharge for ZnhcfrPB cell varied from 0.6 to 0.8 V depending
on the discharge rate. For the CuhcfrPB cell, the cell voltage at half-discharge was 0.87 V for a precycled cell and it dropped to 0.75 V

Ž . Ž .after 100 cycles. The practical capacity of the ZnhcfrPB cell 12 A hrkg was higher than that of the CuhcfrPB cell 5 A hrkg ,
however, the recycling efficiency of the latter was far better than that of the former. Open-circuit voltage decay and recovery transients
were recorded for both cells and analysed. q 2000 Elsevier Science S.A. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The zeolite-like hexacyanoferrates are known to interca-
late alkali metal cations reversibly during the electrochemi-
cal redox transformations. The intercalating cations are
mobile and they freely move between sites in the hexa-

Ž .cyanoferrate host lattice. Further, the intercalation–dein-
tercalation cycles are not accompanied by any dissolution
of the solid compounds. These two properties are exploited
for the application of metal hexacyanoferrates as battery
electrodes in electrochemical cells. Such application had
been tested by few authors and the results are not success-
ful due to the technical difficulties in handling the mate-
rial. In the zeolitic matrix of PB, potassium ions in an
aqueous electrolyte can be intercalated and deintercalated

5 w x 7highly reversibly into the order of 10 cycles 1 and 10
w xcycles 2 when electrochemically deposited on ITO and

SnO substrates, respectively. Prussian blue is also known2

to be highly stable in acidic solutions. The high reversibil-
ity of two distinct redox reactions of PB involving the
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reduction of the high spin iron under formation of Prussian
Ž .white PW and the oxidation of the low spin iron under

Ž .formation of Berlin green BG are taken into account for
constituting a PB battery with PB as both anode and

w xcathode by V.D. Neff 3 for the first time. Loss of PB as
sol from the graphite rod was encountered on repetitive
cycling which led to the failure of this cell. In another
work, the rechargeability of solid state copper cells by

w xusing PB and BG cathodes was studied 4 . The cell
voltages of the CurPB cell was 0.58 V, and that of the
CurBG cell was 0.5 V. The maximum discharge capaci-
ties at 100 mArcell were 1.35 and 1.98 mA h, respec-
tively. The CurBG cell was reported to be relatively more

Ž .stable over 700 cycles compared to that of CurPB cell.
In the same lines, PB and BG were tried as cathodes in
lithium secondary batteries with an aprotic electrolyte sys-

w xtem 5 . The authors concluded that the iron cyanides could
be used as a cheap rechargeable cathode since they show
electrode potentials and capacities that are comparable to
the conventional oxide cathodes. The bottleneck in practi-
cal battery use was identified to be due to the presence of
water molecules in the structure, which may cause degra-
dation of the lithium or carbon counter electrode, thus
leading to safety hazard.
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Some of the derivatives of PB had been tried as battery
Ž .electrodes in secondary cells. Thin layers of PB Fehcf

Ž .and copper hexacyanoferrate Cuhcf on platinum were
used as anode and cathode in a secondary cell with aque-

w xous potassium nitrate solution as electrolyte 6 . This cell
was reported to show degradation due to overcharging the
Cuhcf layer. In the extended work by the same authors
w x7 , they reported another secondary cell based on thin

Ž .layers of nickel hexacyanoferrate Nihcf on nickel and
Ž .nickel hexacyanoruthenate Nihcru on platinum with

sodium perchlorate solution as electrolyte. With increased
cycling, solubility of the films was reported to be the
reason for the fall in capacity of the cell. However, in both
of the above mentioned studies, the base metal used is very
expensive and it is not practical to use such noble metals
in aqueous batteries.

In our earlier work, we reported the charge–discharge
characteristics of a solid state secondary cell with PB as
active material for both anode and cathode and Nafion

w xmembrane as separator 8 . In order to avoid the leakage of
PB as sol on continuous cycling, it was mixed with
graphite powder, potassium chloride and dilute hydrochlo-
ric acid to form a thick paste forming the battery electrode.
Up to 60 cycles carried out, there was no significant
deterioration. For the stabilised cell, the cell voltage was
invariable 1.0 V at half-discharge. In the present work, we
examine the possibility of analogues of PB such as Znhcf
Ž . ŽZinc hexacyanoferrate and Cuhcf Copper hexacyanofer-

.rate to be used as battery electrodes in conjunction with
PB as cathode in solid state secondary cells, because it was
expected that these compounds are at least as suitable as

w xPrussian blue. Cuhcf had been tried earlier 6 as battery
electrode but not Znhcf. Here, the assembled ZnhcfrPB
and CuhcfrPB cells are studied by galvanostatic mode for
their charge–discharge behaviour. Open-circuit voltage de-
cay and recovery transients are recorded to understand the
cell’s behaviour in open-circuit conditions. Double step
chronopotentiometric studies are carried out to test the
cycleability of CuhcfrPB cell. The results of this study
show that Znhcf and Cuhcf perform considerably worse
than Prussian blue. This unfortunate result points to the
search of improved electrode materials, e.g. solid solution

Ž .hexacyanoferrates mixed metal hexacyanoferrates and to
material of even less crystallinity than the studied one.

2. Experimental

2.1. Chemicals

ŽCommercial PB powder was used as obtained HEYL
.chem.-pharm. Fabrik, Berlin, Germany . The powder X-ray

diffraction pattern of the PB was that of insoluble form of
IIIw Ž . . xPB, Fe Fe CN as reported, except for minor differ-4 6 3

ences in the diffraction intensities. Graphite powder used
as an auxiliary conductive agent was of analytical grade.

Potassium chloride used along with PB and graphite pow-
der was also of analytical grade and used as obtained.

Ž . Ž .Zinc II hexacyanoferrate III was synthesised by drop-
Žwise addition of a solution of hexacyanoferrate salt 25

w Ž . x .mmol K Fe CN in 50 ml H O into a stirred solution3 6 2
Ž .of zinc sulphate 25 mmol ZnSO P7H O in 50 ml H O .4 2 2

The pale green precipitate was filtered off, washed with
water and dried at 808C.

Ž . Ž .Copper II hexacyanoferrate III was also prepared by
Ž .dropwise addition of a solution of hexacyanoferrate III

Ž w Ž . x .25 mmol K Fe CN in 50 ml H O into a stirred3 6 2
Žsolution of copper sulphate 25 mmol CuSO P6H O in 504 2

.ml H O . The dark green precipitate was filtered off,2

washed with water and dried at 808C.

2.2. Preparation of battery electrodes

Ž .For the ZnhcfrPB secondary cell, the cathode PB and
Ž .anode Znhcf were made as per the procedure followed in

w xour earlier work 8 . The cathodic mixture consisted of PB
Ž . Ž .powder 0.25 g , graphite powder 1.1 g and potassium
Ž .chloride 0.25 g . This mixture was well ground in an

agate mortar to form a paste with a few drops of diluted
Ž .hydrochloric acid 0.1 M . The electrode mixture was then

filled into a circular disc and the resultant electrode had a
diameter of 14 mm and thickness of 4 mm. The anodic

Ž .mixture consisted of Znhcf powder 0.25 g , graphite
Ž . Ž .powder 1.1 g and potassium chloride 0.25 g . Similarly,

this mixture was well ground in an agate mortar to form a
Žpaste with a few drops of diluted hydrochloric acid 0.1

.M . The paste was then filled into a circular disc and the
resultant electrode had the same dimensions as that of
anode.

Ž .For the CuhcfrPB secondary cell, the cathode PB was
prepared in the similar fashion as mentioned above. The

Ž .anodic mixture consisted of Cuhcf powder 0.25 g ,
Ž . Ž .graphite powder 1.1 g and potassium chloride 0.25 g .

Ž .With a few drops of diluted hydrochloric acid 0.1 M , the
mixture was ground well into a paste and filled into a
circular disc to form a battery electrode of dimensions as
that of anode.

2.3. Cell design and configuration

The ZnhcfrPB and the CuhcfrPB secondary cells had
the configurations PB rNafionrZnhcf and PB rNaf-m m m

ionrCuhcf where the subscript ’m’ denotes the mixturem

of electroactive material, graphite and KCl. Fig. 1 shows
the cross-sectional view of the cell designed. Electrical

Fig. 1. Cross-sectional view of the ZnhcfrPB solid state secondary cell.
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Ž .contact is made by graphite 14 mm diameter, 4 mm thick
embedded into a polyacrylic block with dimensions of
24=24 mm and 6 mm thickness. Nafion sandwiched
between the two electrodes acted as a separator. Nafion
also acted as an ion-exchange membrane, exchanging pro-
tons between the two electrodes, thus maintaining the
charge balance and the insolubility of reduced and oxi-
dised PB, Znhcf and Cuhcf. Although only protons are
transported through the separator, the intercalating and
deintercalating ions in the active material are potassium
ions only.

2.4. Instrumentation

The cells are charged in the galvanostatic mode with an
Ž .Autolab ECO-Chemie, Utrecht, Netherlands . They are

discharged by using a resistor, voltmeter and multimeter
by constant current discharge. The duration of each charg-
ing was 30 min and the cycling was performed without
rest time. The change in cell voltage during charging and
discharging was measured at intervals of 5 min.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. ZnhcfrPB secondary cell

Fig. 2 shows the cyclic voltammograms of PB and
Znhcf to give a clear perception about the redox states in
these two iron cyanide materials. When the ZnhcfrPB
secondary cell is charged, Znhcf undergoes reduction as
the low spin iron in the q3 oxidation state is reduced to
the q2 state, accompanied by the intake of a potassium
ion while PB undergoes oxidation as the low spin iron in
the q2 state gets oxidised to the q3 state accompanied by
the release of a potassium ion. During discharge, the
polarity reversal takes place and the reactions proceed in
the opposite directions. The half-cell reactions and the net
cell reaction can be written as the following.

Charging:

III II III III q yKFe Fe CN ™ Fe Fe CN qK qe 1Ž . Ž . Ž .6 6

PB BG

II III q y II IIKZn Fe CN qK qe ™K Zn Fe CN .Ž . Ž .6 62

2Ž .

Cell reaction:

III II II IIIKFe Fe CN qKZn Fe CNŽ . Ž .6 6

III III II II
™Fe Fe CN qK Zn Fe CN . 3Ž . Ž . Ž .6 62

Discharging:

III III q y III IIFe Fe CN qK qe ™KFe Fe CN 4Ž . Ž . Ž .6 6

BG PB

II II II III q yK Zn Fe CN ™KZn Fe CN qK qe .Ž . Ž .6 62

5Ž .

Cell reaction:

II II III IIIK Zn Fe CN qFe Fe CNŽ . Ž .6 62

II III III II
™KZn Fe CN qKFe Fe CN . 6Ž . Ž . Ž .6 6

Prior to charging, the ZnhcfrPB cell showed an open
Ž .circuit voltage OCV of 0.56 V. This OCV is susceptible

to changes depending on the change in composition of
either PB or Znhcf. Considering this positive OCV as an
advantage, the efforts to discharge the cell without prior
charging failed since the cell dramatically deteriorated in
terms of current and voltage. Hence the cell has to be
initially charged to get it discharged. To calculate the C
rate, the equivalent weight of the so-called ‘soluble’ form

w Ž . x Ž .of PB, KFe Fe CN 306.8 grmol and that of Znhcf6
w Ž . x Ž . ŽKZn Fe CN 316.3 grmol was used. ‘Soluble’6
w Ž . x w Ž . xKFe Fe CN is the established term for a KFe Fe CN6 6

which, in the absence of an electrolyte, is easily peptised.
However, under our experimental conditions it is solid and

.insoluble due to the presence of an electrolyte. In the
present case, for a weight of 0.25 g of PB and 0.25 g of
Znhcf taken to construct cathode and anode, the rate C for

Ž . Ž . Ž .Fig. 2. Cyclic voltammograms of A Prussian blue, B Znhcf and C
Cuhcf immobilised on a graphite electrode and using a KCl electrolyte.
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the ZnhcfrPB cell is calculated to be 0.086 as for the
charging period of 30 min. The charge–discharge curves
of the ZnhcfrPB stabilised secondary cell is shown in Fig.
3. In this figure, curves a, b, c represent the charging
curves at Cr6 rate while curves a) , b) , c) represent the
discharge curves at Cr7, Cr9 and Cr11 rates, respec-

Ž .tively. In the charging curve a cycle 15 , the terminal
voltage reached at the end of a charging period of 30 min
is 2.4 V, but the discharge curve a) starts only at 1.58 V
even though the discharge is carried out without rest time.
The case is similar in the other two curves b and c.
Another noticeable feature in the charging curves is the
difference in terminal voltage reached in each case. In the
curve a recorded at cycle 15, it is 2.4 V; in the curve b
recorded at cycle 20, it is 2.6 V; in the curve c recorded at
cycle 30, it is 3.0 V. There is an increase in terminal
voltage with continuous cycling even if the cell is dis-
charged at lower rates. This suggests that the discharge
products are resistive, which tend to be cumulative with
cycling. Hence, with continuous cycling, the cell needs
higher charging rates in order to bring back the cell to
original condition. The discharge curves do not show any
significant difference in the voltage vs. Q plots and the
cell voltage varied from 0.6 to 0.8 V at half-discharge,
depending on the rate of discharge.

Fig. 4 presents the discharge curves obtained for the
ZnhcfrPB secondary cell at low discharge current of 2
mA. The curves a, b and c in Fig. 4 show the change in
cell voltage with discharge capacity of the cell with cy-
cling. Curve a represents that of the 4th cycle, curve b that
of the subsequent 5th cycle while curve c that of 30th
cycle. The cell voltage at half-discharge vary significantly
with cycling as it can be seen that it was 0.8 V in curve a,
0.6 V in curve b and 0.4 V in curve c. It is known that if
the cells are discharged slowly at constant current, then
this procedure gives results sufficiently close to equilib-
rium. An interesting feature observed in the discharge

Fig. 3. Charge–discharge curves of the stabilised ZnhcfrPB cell for
Ž . ) Ž . ) Ž . )three cycles 1 a, a , 2 b, b and 3 c, c at Cr6 charge rate and

Cr7,Cr9,Cr11 discharge rates, respectively.

Fig. 4. Discharge curves of the ZnhcfrPB cell at a current drain of 2 mA
Ž . Ž . Ž .at three different cycles: a cycle 1, b cycle 2 and c cycle 30.

curves a and b was the occurrence of a second plateau
followed by the abrupt change in cell voltage around 0.8
and 0.73 V, respectively in both the cases. Such a second
plateau was observed and reported in the discharge curves
in non-aqueous secondary battery employing PB as cath-

w xode 5 . The most plausible reason for the appearance of
two plateau regions in the discharge curves a and b can be
given as follows: as discharge proceeds, the oxidation of
Znhcf electrode is limited to the low spin iron which is

Ž Ž ..oxidised from q2 to q3 state cf. Eq. 4 whereas the
simultaneous reduction of PB electrode can proceed be-

Ž Ž ..yond BG™PB cf. Eq. 5 conversion to another step as

III II q y II IIKFe Fe CN qK qe ™K Fe Fe CN .Ž . Ž .6 62
PB PW

7Ž .

In this case, the net cell reaction is

II II II IIIK Zn Fe CN qKFe Fe CNŽ . Ž .6 62

II III II II
™KZn Fe CN qK Fe Fe CN . 8Ž . Ž . Ž .6 62

Thus, the appearance of the first plateau is due to the
reduction of BG to PB and the second plateau is due to the
subsequent reduction of PB to PW. The absence of such
distinction in curve c may be due to the restriction in
rechargeability to the product PB rather than BG. In such a
case, the charge–discharge process is limited to the PBl
PW transformation.

3.2. CuhcfrPB secondary cell

The cyclic voltammogram of Cuhcf shows a single set
of redox peaks due to the redox transition of low spin iron
Ž .Fig. 2 . This redox reaction is exploited for battery appli-
cation. The reactions taking place during charge and dis-
charge of CuhcfrPB secondary cell are similar to that
written for ZnhcfrPB secondary cell, except that Cu re-
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Fig. 5. Double step chronopotentiometric curves obtained for the
Ž . Ž ) .CuhcfrPB cell a by applying 5 mA positive current at cycle 10 a , at

Ž . Ž ) .cycle 110 b by applying 5 mA negative current at cycle 10 b at cycle
110 in the time scale of 1800 s for each step.

places Zn in PB analogue. The net cell reaction for
charge–discharge process is,

III II II IIIKFe Fe CN qKCu Fe CNŽ . Ž .6 6

III III II II
°Fe Fe CN qK Cu Fe CN .Ž . Ž .6 62

Fig. 5 shows the double step chronopotentiometric
curves obtained for CuhcfrPB cell in pre-cycled and
cycled conditions. In this figure, curves a and a) are
obtained by passing a positive current of 5 mA to the cell
for a period of 30 min. Charging of the cell takes place in
this forward step of double step chronopotentiometric ex-
periment. Curves a and a) represent charging curves at
cycle 10 and 110, respectively. The reverse step of passing
a negative current of 5 mA is similar to a discharge
process. This step produces a polarity reversal and the
reactions proceed in the opposite direction. Curves b and
b) in Fig. 5 represent discharge curves. As can be seen, at
the 10th cycle, the cell voltage at half-discharge in curve b
is 0.78 V while it decreased to 0.40 V at 110th cycle. The
interesting feature in the discharge curve b is the appear-
ance of a second plateau. This step is similar to that
observed in ZnhcfrPB cell where it is attributed to PB to
PW conversion. In curve b) in which case the cell is well
cycled, there is no second plateau indicating the restriction
in rechargeability to the final product to BG. Again the

Ž .case is similar to ZnhcfrPB cell cf. Fig. 4, curve c . The
decrease in cell voltage with cycling suggests the loss of
energy density of cell on prolonged use. Also, the coulom-
bic capacity decreases as evidenced by the proportionality
in the area under the curves of pre-cycled and cycled
conditions.

The formal potential of the couple PBlBG is 1.17 V
and that of PBlPW is 0.02 V vs. SHE by considering

w xthe solid hexacyanoferrates 9 . The formal potential of
redox transition of Znhcf is 0.93 V vs. SHE, as is that of
Cuhcf. The counter cation considered for charge neutrality
is potassium ion as written in the equations but there is

also a possibility that protons play the role of charge
balancing cations. In such a case of a mixed insertion of
protons and potassium ions into the solid hexacyanofer-
rates, the formal potentials will vary from the case of pure
potassium insertion, which would be reflected in cell volt-
ages.

Theoretical capacities of PB, Znhcf and Cuhcf are
87.5, 84.7 and 85.2 A hrkg, respectively. For the
ZnhcfrPB secondary cell, the practical capacity is 12 A

Ž ) .hrkg at high rate of discharge cf. Fig. 3, curve a while
Žit is 15 A hrkg at low rate of discharge cf. Fig. 4, curve

.b . The practical capacity calculated for the CuhcfrPB cell
based on the chronopotentiometric experiments is 5 A
hrkg. It could be seen that there is tremendous difference
in theoretical and practical capacities of these solid state
cells. Lack of 100% electroactivity of the electrode materi-
als and resistivity of discharge products may contribute to
this capacity loss. Both the CuhcfrPB and the ZnhcfrPB
secondary cell have lower practical capacities than the
Prussian bluerPrussian blue secondary cell described pre-

w xviously 8 . This is surprising because no principle differ-
ences can account for it.

3.3. Open-circuit Õoltage recoÕery transients

Open-circuit voltage recovery transients are well ex-
ploited for the evaluation of additives in battery electrodes
w x10,11 . In the present work, recovery of cell voltage after
discharge of both ZnhcfrPB and CuhcfrPB cells was
recorded and analysed. For example, when the ZnhcfrPB

Žcell was discharged at a particular rate cf. Fig. 3, curve
) .a , the cell voltage started decreasing as evident from the

discharge curves and reaches as low values as 0.29 V. As
soon as the circuit was disconnected, within 5 min, the cell
voltage recovers dramatically to OCV values ranging from
0.6 to 0.75 V depending on the depth of discharge. As
OCV represents the thermodynamic equilibrium cell volt-
age, this voltage recovery may be due to the equilibrium

Ž .Fig. 6. Open-circuit voltage recovery transients for a ZnhcfrPB cell
Ž .and b CuhcfrPB cell.
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that exists between the unreacted PB and ror Znhcf and
the discharge products.

The OCV recovery transients in Fig. 6 highlight this
fact. These curves were obtained by noting the change in
voltage in the open circuit conditions as soon as the
discharge was stopped. The cell voltage reached by Zn-
hcfrPB cell was 0.6 V while that of CuhcfrPB cell was
0.5 V at the approach of equilibrium values represented by
the plateau region. It could be seen that the approach to
equilibrium is sluggish in the case of CuhcfrPB cell. This
may be due to the enrichment of discharge products on the
surface of the active particles of the electrode material.
This fact is more clearly observed in the case of ZnhcfrPB

Žcell. If the cell was discharged at low rates cf. Fig. 4,
.curve c for longer period, the voltage recovery was in-

creasingly sluggish. The OCV recovered after this experi-
Ž .ment figure not given was 0.36 V whereas it was 0.6 V

after the discharge experiment shown in Fig. 4, curve a.
For recharging the cell, the charge required is higher in the
former case than in the latter. In general, comparison of
performance of both these cells show that the ZnhcfrPB
cell is more active in voltage recovery than the CuhcfrPB
cell. Since the cathode is the same material, the difference
in cell voltage and activity arises due to the anode mate-
rial.

3.4. Open-circuit Õoltage decay transients

Open-circuit potential decay transients have been deter-
mined to understand the processes which occur after
switching off the charging before completion. Fig. 7 shows

Ž .the open-circuit voltage OCV decay transient curves
obtained for the ZnhcfrPB and CuhcfrPB cells. The cells
were charged for 30 min under constant current mode by
passing an applied current of 15 mA. As soon as the
current was switched off, the change in voltage of the cell
with time was noted. The fall in voltage was rapid in the
initial 4 min and then the cell voltage gets stabilised. As
applied current is passed to the ZnhcfrPB cell, PB as

Ž .Fig. 7. Open-circuit voltage decay transients for a ZnhcfrPB cell and
Ž .b CuhcfrPB cell.

negative electrode undergoes oxidation and Znhcf as posi-
tive electrode undergoes reduction and the cell voltage is
the net result of both the reactions. Charging the electrode
means a conversion of the hexacyanoferrate particles start-
ing from their surface and advancing into their inner.
When charging is stopped the initial potential will be
determined by the composition of the outer converted
layer. However, the hexacyanoferrates are known to form

w xsolid solutions between the different oxidation states 12
and hence it is reasonable to assume that a slow equilibra-
tion between the outer converted layer and the inner
nonconverted core of the particles occurs. This process
will be driven by the activity gradient of the inserted
cations and of the different redox forms of iron across the
reaction boundary. It could be seen that the stabilised cell
voltage at the end of 30 min was 1.1 V for ZnhcfrPB cell
while it was 0.85 V for ZnhcfrPB cell. In this aspect, the
ZnhcfrPB cell is more beneficial with its higher cell
voltage as it adds up to the enhanced energy density of the
cell.

4. Conclusions

In search of new active materials for battery applica-
tions, Prussian blue and its analogues can be used as
alternatives to expensive electrode materials. In this study,
we do not pretend that the conditions to construct a
commercially viable cell has been optimised, but we do
prove that these iron cyanide materials can be used in
batteries specifically designed for low currents. ZnhcfrPB
cell can be more beneficial if it is used as a primary cell
whereas CuhcfrPB cell is more advantageous as a sec-
ondary cell because of its cycleability. The main advantage
in using the iron cyanide materials in battery applications
is the non-toxic nature of these compounds and so they are
environment friendly. Although being cyanide compounds,
they are not hazardous to health; in fact, Prussian blue is
used as an antidote for thallium poisoning. The preparation
procedure of these iron cyanide compounds is also easier
since they can be chemically precipitated and scaled up.
The main disadvantages of the hexacyanoferrates studied
so far are the obviously too slow kinetics of electrode
reactions. This work points to the search for solid solution
hexacyanoferrates of low crystallinity with improved ion
and electron conductivity.
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